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As we have stated in the past,'we feel
a responsibility to the MIT community to
take stands on relevant issues. One of
these is the UAP race. This year, the
undergraduate body is being confronted
CO3
LO with a slate of four very good candidates,
each with much to offer. As such, any
M
Co
person who casts his vote without caresLs
fully considering the alternatives in>gdi
volved is acting in a manner that is absolutely
undefendable.
This is one of the
Ci few issues that the Board
of Directors
LL
M>: actually votes on in the course of a year.
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It has been our opinion for several
years that what the job of UAP really
needed was someone with a dynamic personality, who could generate ideas rather
than merely carrying through on the
ideas of others. Along with this, he should
have a strong will, yet remain flexible
enough to recognize an idea that is better
than his. While we do not feel that extensive experience in student government is
a necessary prerequisite to holding the
office of UAP, some experience, or at
least a working keowledge of the system
is required.
It is for this last reason that we narrow our field of candidates to Bruce Enders and Jim Smith. While Ed Seykota and
Maria Kivisild would undoubtedly make
good UAP's, and would impart certain
characteristics of their platforms to the
office, it would take them some time to
become adjusted to the workings of government. The new UAP, whoever he is,
must h6ave an im-mediate knowledge of
tlhe -meains by -which the system now
operates, Sio that he can operate from
within to change it.
Therefore, we are left with a choice
between Smith and Enders. Before corn-

ing to a decision, consider some of the
mom. By lPhili9p Selwyn9~aMMMM., k-.BKC-NOMA
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Both these men have the requisite
maidnug trumps. He then staked
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everytdng on fininng West with
qualificaidons presented above. However, East-West Vulnerable
the Q of clubs, by leading the
only one of them has formulated his ideas opReah Lead: King of f
10 of clubs and finesstng it. If the
into anything concrete, as nearly as we
South West North Etlast
Q were on-side, he would have
have been able to determine. That man is
Pass made all 13 tricks. Unfortunately
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for him, the trick was won by
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IEnders has already shown that he MPost people get a warrm h-et East. The defense then cashed a
knows the system inside out. He has a glow whenever an expert in any -trick in each red suit for down
demonstrated ability to work within it, endeavCor makes a mistalat, re~- one.
~us'that he, too, is mortal.
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and therefore, presumably, to work for itMilldng
is to this vast maje)rity of . Goren suggested a superior line
its change from within. After extensive people that this column i is decli- or play which requires only that
the clubs break 3-2, about a two
talks with him over a period of several eated.
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three chance for success. After
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col ann, gested that a low dlub be led from
syndicated
newspaper
sonality needed by the job. IHis training
will be dumny. As the cards lay, the
in the Undergraduate Systems Program "Goren on Bridge." As he
Goren overlooked tI best best the defene can then do is
to imamedia'tely cash the Ace of
should give him some extended capabili- seen,
avaiale line of play.
ties as far as organizational techniques The bidding was stra3LightffT- diamonds and hold declarer to 11
and analysis of the proposed schemes for ward. Noxd. would havw
e done tricks. if the clubs were 4-1 or
accomplishing. the reorganization. And, better by doubling West's 5 Heart 5-0, the defense would almost althere is some doubt that Smith could bid and collecting an 80(D point ways get at least one club raff,
work effectively with the other members penalty, by winning two tricks in addition to the Q of clubs and
of Inscomm.
in each black suit and or,no dia- Ace of diamonds, for at least a
However, we would post one warning mond trick. Even so, the 55 Spade one-trick set.
to the winner of the
wu;~whever h-- cantraet was odds-on to in
make.
Goren's !Lune of pUlay is quite

might be. The other
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candidates

havee all shown themselves to be in possession of many good, solid ideas. To
overlook these, along with the talent that
wlent into producing therm, would be a
disastrous rrdstake.
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To, the Editor:
Who is responsilble for the story
in tM Tech today (.Febnvry 16),
Chairmaa ............................................................................ Tom Tma$ '6%9in which Luis 3ianra
, a fwcie
Editor ......................... .......................................................... Tony Lima '69 anfi-cmmmunist, anti-Ostr Cuban
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The story amounts to a piece of
Photography Eier
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Advertising Editor ......................................... ................. Jack Swaim '68 propaganda. Souldn't it have had
the word "advertisemoent"
at the
Editorial Consultants
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Mark Bolotin '68 top, to separate it from the factual
John Corwtin '68: Nick .Covatta'68
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Entertainment Staff .........................
: ....... 0rville Dodson '68
Barry Mitnick '68, Rex, Hagstrorn '69
John Loewenstein 6'9g Steve Grant '70
Raise Berlin '71, Ma
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Covitt '71
Rav Erges '71, Ray Furman '71
Peter Lindner '71, Mike Mihalka '71
Sports Staff ............
.....
.........
...............
Herb Finger
'68
Jor Steele '68, Arm Varteressean '68
Steve Wiener '69, Scott Rhodes '69
Robert Dean '70, Jeff Goodman '70
Bill Michels '70, John Wargo '70
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Scott Ramos '71, Dave Peterson '71
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...............
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Steve Lee '70, Steve Orcutter '71
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news?

Andrew Hawiley
Depart
of Hmnanities

in his usual manner, Goren
first described
the poor line of
play followed
.by
some nnromcal
declarer and then suggestted the
"correct" line of play. Af[ter the
opening lead of the K of hearts

the

TaInch

when ftiey announced the r last
number; otherwise the r{

'esPonse
However, the two movies thaLt were

was silence or laughter.)
shown, "Lost

in Cullhidy and
"The Flower Thief" were e.m-tremely amateurish,
eompletel y dull,
value.
and without any artisti6
About half the audience leaft during a long pause betweern reels
e don't
in the second feature. WE
know if all the midnight shhows at
the Kenmore Cinema are thhis bad,
bue we certainly will not r isk two
hours of our time there aggain.
Mr. and Airs. Stephen
Course XII

(Ed. nzote: The story was written by one of our regular staff (Ed. note: The "Underqground
writers. As such, it obviously
bis sershould not bdve had the word Films" being shown in tl
ies are not intended tco, and
"advertisement" at the top.
usually do not, have a larg'e audiIWe would, in addition to
ence appeal. Therefore, itt is not
these factual statements, like to
remind Mr. Hawley that a per- surprising that a majority of the
icularly
son's political leanings do not spectators would not patti,

affect

the amount of informal enjoy

the movies.)

elegant, because at the time the
club trick is given up, dummy still
has a trump
remaining to Protect against a second heart lead.
In
,bridge, the play with the
greatest chance of success is, by
definition, the best course to foliowi. And._ on this hand there is
a beter thoan 7/5% -ime of play
agvail~le.
The Corret approac
At trick two, declarer should
proceed just as the mythical declarer did; he should draw the
opponents truPmps. Next he should
lead his singleton diamond toward
dumnmy's K. If West has the Ace
and takes the trick, all he -can
then do is cash a second heart
trick;
dummy's good K of diamonds will dispose of declarer's
third club later on. If he ducks
it, the most South can lose is a
heart and a cub.
If, -however, East has the Ace
of diamonds, the play would go as
follows: the defense would cash
their good heart trick and Presumably lead a third round of
the suit which declarer would ruff
in his hand. He would then lead
a clulb to the Ace and if the Q
does not fall, he would ruff a diamond inhis hand to take the club
finesse. This line of play is better
than 75% because it succeeds
whenever West holds either the
-Ace of diamonds or the Q of clubs,
otowhenever East holds the singleto, Q of clubs. It is therefore to
be preferred to CGoren's line
of play.

tion he has available on a given
subject. Therefore, it is just possible that Mr. Manrara is the
authority on Cuba in the US
today. WVe invite Mr. Hawley's
nomination for the post.)

CnHema Spectrum
To the Editor:
We wish to caution your readers about the movies shown at
the Kenmore Square Theatre at
midnight on Saturday nights. We
found absolutely nothing entertaining or interesting in the Underground show which we paid $2.00
apiece to see last Saturday. The
first half hour of the program was
a live band, Handel with Care,
which was bad in every way
which a band can be bad. (The
audience only really
applauded
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